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I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
A. All Categories that involve property (land and/or buildings) 
1. Provide the parcel ID number(s) for property included in the project: Parcel ID# 027500557 
2. Does the applicant own the property?: Yes 
3. N/A 
 
C. Historic Preservation Questions 
Historic preservation projects must follow the Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation. 
Assisted properties will be required to be subject to an exterior preservation restriction or to be 
placed under local historic district protection. 
 
1. Will the owner agree to a preservation restriction or local historic district designation?:  
Yes, the Springfield Museums have gratefully received previous CPA funding and observe a preservation 
restriction. 
 
2. What steps will be taken to ensure the work complies with the Secretary’s Standards?:  
We will hire architect Steve Jablonski of Jablonski DeVriese Architects, who specializes in restoration and 
preservation projects, to ensure all components of this project align with the Secretary’s Standards. Our 
facilities staff and Mr. Jablonski are familiar with these standards as the Springfield Museums maintains 
multiple registered historic buildings that require such preservation. 
 
3. What is the age of the property?: 89 years old 
 
 
II. NARRATIVE 
 
A. Project Summary 
Introduce the project with a summary which notes the CPA category, goals, project scope, and budget  

The Springfield Museums is requesting a Community Preservation grant to restore the D’Amour 
Museum of Fine Arts exterior façade (budget enclosed). Constructed in 1933, with frontage on Chestnut 
Street, the D’Amour Museum represents the southern gateway to the Museums from downtown 
Springfield. We propose the following project components: 

• Repair the Art Deco stepped frame doorway and bronze threshold. Remove, repair and repaint 
the door framework, installing new laminated safety glass; remove and replace the bronze 
saddle; lift three pieces of Tennessee Marble; clean the area; and pour new concrete. Repair 
cracked marble before resetting the stones after the foundation is stabilized. Replace existing 
door operator with a new slim-line, more aesthetically pleasing, automatic door opener; and  
remove inappropriate piano hinges and replace with historically correct Rixson pivots.  

• Remediate accumulated urban pollution and atmospheric stains through careful cleaning of the 
limestone façade on the western side of the building (facing Chestnut Street) using a restoration 
specialty, environmentally safe cleaner. 

• Repaint the original steel sash windows which are chipped and aesthetically warn. 

 
B. Proposal Description 
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1. Describe the proposal and how it will benefit Springfield 
 
This proposal represents an institutional commitment to preserve the D’Amour Museum of Fine Arts 
building, its unique architectural features and its collections, stewarded by the Museums for the public 
trust and past, present, and future generations of Springfield visitors. This project proposes a work plan 
to phase this effort without affecting the visitation or interior environment, thus continuing to safeguard 
the priceless artwork of the museum. The D’Amour Museum offers an encyclopedic collection of 
American, European, and Asian art as well as a Community Gallery that has proudly showcased artworks 
by the Springfield community since opening in 1933. The collections and exhibits are shared with the 
help of 38 volunteer art docents, who are typically engaged citizens from the Greater Springfield region. 
The Museum also hosts one of the largest exhibit spaces on our campus, enabling us to mount highly 
popular exhibits, including through a partnership with the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and other 
national organizations. The Museums also serve as an affiliate of the Smithsonian enabling us to provide 
experiences to our local audiences who may not otherwise have the opportunity to enjoy them.  
 
2. Identify what CPA criteria this proposal achieves and how they are accomplished 
 
Preserve and enhance the essential character of Springfield: The D’Amour Museum of Fine Arts is one of 
the last buildings designed by the New York architectural firm Tilton and Githens, which also designed 
the Springfield Central Library and the 1933 addition to the Springfield Science Museum. A 1931 
Springfield Republican article describes the “rounding out of the quadrangle” through these additions: 
“The new Art Museum, which will be erected on the site of the George Walter Vincent Smith house, and 
the addition to the Natural History Museum, will give this city an assembling of units of literary, artistic, 
historic and scientific interest such as probably no other city in the country can boast.” 

Today, the Springfield Museums, with the recent addition of the Wood Museum of Springfield History 
and the Amazing World of Dr. Seuss Museum, remain a vital cultural anchor and a highly impactful 
resource for all Springfield residents. The D’Amour Museum is home to a permanent collection of over 
7,000 works of art, and boasts vibrant public programs that introduce art into the lives of 
multigenerational families in the community. School programs connect with the MA Curriculum 
Frameworks in History, Social Science, English Language Arts and Fine Arts. These critical educational 
programs encourage problem solving and make use of Visual Thinking methodology as an interpretive 
tool to an average of 10,000+ students annually. 

Produce an advantageous cost/benefit value: The D’Amour Museum, hosts popular exhibits that bring 
170,000+ visitors to the Museums and to the city annually. The Museums are estimated to generate a 
$21 million impact on the regional economy through tourism each year (Americans for the Arts).  

Utilize Springfield based resources: This project honors and protects the original building design, while 
utilizing the expertise and talents of local skilled crafts and tradespeople. 

Demonstrate practicality and feasibility so the project can be implemented within budget and on 
schedule: Working with designers and contractors who have a provided us with excellent work 
according to plan and schedule previously, we are confident in our team, budget and timeline.  

Protect resources that would be otherwise threatened: The Springfield Museums realize a significant 
responsibility to steward our campus of 10 buildings, eight of which are historic. Deferred maintenance 
is a threat to these historic buildings and the priceless collections they hold within, and financial 
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constraints have delayed long-necessary restoration work. In all cases, the Museums make decisions 
about maintenance that result in long-lasting solutions that support the legacy and proper preservation 
of our historic structures. CPA funding has been essential in this important work. THANK YOU!  
 
3. Describe the need that this proposal will address  
 
Doorway. The original entryway, including the bronze threshold, the stepped frame steel door, and 
marble floor, has become compromised after 89 years and tens of thousands of people entering and 
exiting the entrance through New England seasons. The bottom of the steel door frame has corroded, 
making it difficult to open and close properly. The corrosion has also warped the bronze threshold that 
extends into the entryway of the museum, creating an irregular and uneven foundation. Three pieces of 
rare Tennessee Marble that abut the entrance have shifted because of water migration and one stone 
has cracked. We propose stabilizing the threshold by removing the bronze doorsill, lifting the three 
pieces of marble, cleaning the area, and pouring new concrete to create a strong and long-lasting 
footing. The cracked piece of marble will be repaired before the three pieces are reset. The completed 
project will result in a stable foundation, an effective operating door and a long-lasting repair to the 
threshold.  

Limestone. The building has accumulated years of atmospheric staining and carbon buildup, especially 
around the top copper-lined cornice. Limestone is a porous rock which deteriorates when exposed to 
acid and other pollutants commonly found in urban environments. When left untreated, significant 
damage including cracked masonry, spalling, and loss of structural integrity can occur. Cleaning of the 
surface is labor-intensive. Standing on a lift and using soft bristle brushes and low water pressure, 
contractors will carefully remove the staining on the western front facing side of the building (Chestnut 
Street side), making certain not to damage the surface.  

Windows. After years of weather erosion, the windows are in need of repainting and re-mortaring. This 
project will clean and reglaze all exterior metal frame windows in accordance with lead paint protocols 
and will prime and apply two coats of paint. 
 
 
4. What is the expected outcome of this proposal? 

The unique building design is minimalistic classicism with Art Deco influence; the limestone facade 
features terracotta medallions, carved reliefs, and cornucopias, based on Greek sculpture, at each 
corner. This restoration project will ensure that each architectural detail is highly visible and able to be 
enjoyed by visitors throughout the next century, and that the building and collections remain secure and 
accessible. In accordance with state laws and Secretary of the Interior Standards, we expect the 
following outcomes: 

• Repair the front stepped frame original entryway to restore proper door function, stabilize the 
foundation, and preserve the historic design.  

• Refresh the limestone facade of the Museum through gentle, environmentally safe cleaning. 

• Abate lead paint and re-mortar around windows. Repair original steel sash windows with high 
endurance, long-lasting paint. 
 

C. Feasibility & Sustainability 
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1. What other funding sources have been secured or are being pursued? 
The Museums will commit up to 10% of the funding for this essential project from the Museums’ 
Facilities Fund as necessary. This application is our first financial request for the project. If additional 
funds are needed, we plan to fundraise from individual donors and apply for capital funds from 
additional grantors. 
 
2. Once the proposal is complete how will it be sustained or maintained? The application for funding 
should include a maintenance schedule (if applicable). 
Contractors will be using Prosoco cleaning products which have proven highly successful in cleaning 
historic limestone buildings. It is expected that because of air pollution and seasonal impact, the staining 
will accumulate again within several decades. We plan to evaluate the surface of the building every five 
years using a lift and will carefully clean the areas that are showing discoloration. We are starting with 
the western wall facing Chestnut Street as it is most visible to the city passerby. Once proven successful, 
we will continue the limestone cleaning on all sides of the building in future phases of MFA repair work. 
We expect the door repair to be long-lasting and successfully address the current problems just as 
similar repairs to the elements of the Seuss Museum door have been successful. The paint used on the 
windows will be long-lasting and the re-mortaring is expected to create an increased seal to better 
protect the interior climate from drafts and condensation.  

As experienced stewards of historic buildings, we recognize the financial necessity to plan for on-going 
and future maintenance. Our Facilities Director conducts continuous building assessments and partners 
with our financial team to ensure that that maintenance schedules are updated annually and planned 
for fiscally.  
 
D. Applicant Experience 
 
1. What similar projects/programs has the applicant successfully completed? 
The Museums’ campus includes five public museum buildings, two built before the turn of the 19th 
century. Museum staff maintain each unique structure sustainably, in accordance with historical 
preservation standards, balanced to meet the needs of our visitors and daily operations. 

With support from CPA, the Springfield Museums successfully completed a comprehensive, multi-
phased, historic preservation project at the George Walter Vincent Smith Art Museum in 2021. Over the 
past ten years, the building envelope and interior environmental climate were stabilized and sealed by 
installing sustainable mechanical systems, restoring 33 original 19th century Louis Comfort Tiffany 
stained glass windows, and repairing and replacing the museum’s roof and 23 original skylights (fully 
restored and filtered with UV safety glass). More recent work included restoration of the 1923 arch-top 
stained glass windows, oak front doors and decorative entryway millwork; repair of the original 1896 
cast iron lighting sconces and metalwork; and repointing of the entryway’s original brownstone and 
masonry stairs. The ten year restoration, completed by highly skilled local artisans and contractors, 
represents over one million dollars of investment in preventive conservation supported through federal, 
city, private and internal funding. The successful project, which was awarded the Paul and Niki Tsongas 
Preservation Massachusetts award in 2021, exemplifies our responsible stewardship of our vital 
buildings and safeguards both the structures, and the internationally significant collections displayed 
within, for generations to come.  

CPA has also supported two phases of restoration and repair work on the Dr. Phillip Kilroy House, built in 
1905 in the Mission Revival style at 63 Chestnut Street. Phase one of this project supported roof repair 
to prevent further water intrusion and planning and analysis to determine how best to repair the 
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existing stucco facade while abating asbestos. Phase two of this project, taking place this year, will repair 
the exterior stucco damage and ensure the integrity of the building. 

CPA funding enabled these critical phases of historic restoration work. THANK YOU!  

The Springfield Museums has also made major progress on a comprehensive restoration of 74 Fairfield 
Street—the childhood home of Theodor Seuss Geisel (Dr. Seuss). Known historically as the Henry Russell 
house, 74 Fairfield Street is a Colonial Revival home built in 1903 by McKnight Builders in the Forest Park 
Heights Historic District. Purchased in 2016, the Museums have since restored the home aesthetically to 
the time when young Ted Geisel and his family lived there in the early 20th century. We have also 
repaired structural damage, upgraded systems, and equipped the house for the 21st century. By 
widening doors and adding an accessible bathroom, we have made the first floor of the house 
wheelchair adapted. Mount Holyoke College researchers are now using the space to work with 
Springfield families to study the science of how children learn to read. We also intend to open the house 
for small group tours soon. 

2. Describe the professional experience of the applicant/project team 
 
Steve Jablonski, of Jablonski Devriese Architects located in Springfield, has been in the field since 1988. 
The firm emphasizes attention to detail, respect for traditional materials, a commonsense approach to 
maintenance and adaptive reuse of historic buildings to inform their design process. Steve has been 
involved in numerous local historic preservation projects including at the Wistariahurst Museum and 
Latino Professional Building in Holyoke; the Barney Carriage House, Sacred Heart Church, and Old First 
Church in Springfield; and the Polish Center and Elms College Admissions building in Chicopee. His work 
for the adaptive reuse of Springfield College’s 1894 Judd Gym received a 2011 Paul E. Tsongas Award by 
Preservation Massachusetts. Mr. Jablonski has brought his talent to numerous projects on our campus 
including the adaptive design of the Lyman & Merrie Wood Museum of Springfield History, the design 
and completion of a low sloping ramp at the D’Amour Museum of Fine Arts entrance, and the design of 
the  Museums’ Welcome Center. 

Wendy Stayman is a conservator and museum professional who has over 35 years in the field.  She 
managed the installation of the climate control system and the 10-year three phase restoration of the 
stained glass windows at the George Walter Vincent Smith Museum. She also oversaw the installation of 
climate control and Kalwall at the DMFA among other building projects. She has excellent working 
relationship with contractors who specialize in historic preservation.  Wendy will maintain ongoing 
communication with contractors and Museum staff and facilitate coordination of the steps of the 
project between the contractors and Quadrangle staff. She will be on site when work is being carried out 
at the Museum and will visit off-site locations to monitor work being carried out off-site.   
 
Sean Mullett, Director of Facilities at the Springfield Museums, will manage this project in collaboration 
with Steve Jablonski and Wendy Stayman. Mullett has 22 years of construction, historic preservation, 
and personnel experience, with an emphasis in facilities management and environmental services, 
physical plant operations (building and grounds), energy management systems, supervision of 
maintenance and repair activities, and achieving strategic objectives. Mullett will ensure the project runs 
smoothly and is completed according to historic preservation standards that withstand New England 
winters and high public use. 
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III. TIMELINE 
The timeline should identify the estimated start date and estimated completion date along with the 
completion of phases or important milestones of the project/program. Please provide the timeline in 
a list format. 

2022: 

• Steve Jablonski, Wendy Stayman and Sean Mullet continue to plan and confirm contracts 
needed for work to begin in Spring 2023. 

2023: 

• March:   
o Remove entrance doors and install a temporary door 
o Rent Lift 

• April- July: 
o Limestone cleaning and window repair will take place on an alternating schedule that 

allows contractors working on both projects to use the lift. Each process is labor-
intensive and will take daily work and much of the project period to complete.  

o Doors stripped of existing paint; glass removed; doors repaired as necessary, then 
primed and painted; new ¼ inch laminated safety glass installed. 

o Entranceway frame stripped of existing paint and repaired; deteriorated metal replaced; 
door frame primed and painted; bronze plaque above door refinished and lacquered; 
Existing Plexiglas above doors replaced with a new single piece of laminated/tempered 
safety glass. All other glass will remain. 

o Deteriorated concrete base beneath bronze saddle removed; Tennessee Marble pieces 
(3) lifted; new concrete poured; cracked Tennessee Marble piece repaired; all three 
pieces reset. 

o Existing doors pulls and push bars refurbished; exhibiting piano hinges removed and 
Rixom pivots installed; existing automatic door operator replaced with new slim line 
automatic door operator; new interior exit push bar installed on active door. 

• July: Completion of entryway, window and limestone cleaning. 

• August: Confirm project completion, close out final payments and contracts. 


